Precortical filtering and selective attention: an evoked potential analysis.
Attention-related changes in the human auditory brainstem response and the short-latency somatosensory evoked potential (SLSEP) were demonstrated in separate experiments. In Experiment 1, ABRs were recorded during conditions in which subjects awaited the presentation of either auditory or somatosensory target stimuli. In Experiment 2, median nerve SLSEPs were recorded in a similar task context. Analyses of ABR and SLSEP component amplitudes and latencies revealed that the auditory nerve (wave II) and rostral brainstem (wave V) components of the ABR, and the cervical component (N12) of the SLSEP, were facilitated when attention was directed toward stimuli that were presented in the same sensory modality and receptive field as the EP-eliciting stimuli. These results suggest that central mechanisms can modulate the transmission of auditory and somatosensory information at an early, precortical stage and that these mechanisms play a role in auditory and somatosensory selective attention.